Front End Developer
Unique function at the cross section of education, healthcare and technology
Our customers are actively looking for ways to improve the health and quality of the lives of their patients.
LeQuest trains and certifies medical professionals for the use of medical technology by creating simulation
based online trainings. LeQuest is part of the process of improving patient safety and educating the medical
workforce. That is a big responsibility that we are proud of. We need people who want to be part of that
story; Committed and high performing.
Versatile function with a variety of responsibilities.
You'll work on challenging and creative projects in which you translate complex medical technology into
playful simulation training solutions, used by an international and continuously expanding target group of
medical professionals.
You'll be part of a multi disciplinary team of analysts, UX designers, graphical artists and developers.
With your team you're responsible for constantly improving the product portfolio and in direct control of the
process of achieving this.
Technology stack
•
•
•
•
•

JavaScript ECMAScript 6, HTML, CSS3
CSS pre-processors like SASS and Less.
Git
RESTful Services and other internally developed API’s
Affinity with React, Redux and Typescript is a plus!

Continuous integration, version control and code review are critical components of securing code quality
and shipping secure software to our customers. We are constantly improving our workflow by means of
modular code and automation.
Position requirements
• A university degree (HBO or higher) with a major in Computer Science/Informatics.
• A minimum of 5 years working experience and up to date web technologies.
• Good technical communication skills.
• You greatly value ‘clean code’.
• Knowledge/experience in Webpack, npm, NodeJS, JS design patters
• Knowledge/experience in Cross-browser development and Unit-testing.
Full-time position in a creative international team.
LeQuest provides a full-time position in a fun and agile working environment that allows employees to make
their own contributions and help shape their working environment while working in a unique intersection of
healthcare, technology and education. Our team runs everything in house, from our graphics to the actual
delivery of our trainings to the client. We have our own delivery platform, code bases for simulation-based
training development and tools to streamline our processes. We are a skilled team that can offer the best
lunchtime conversations, an unlimited supply of good coffee, snacks, fruit and fun activities outside the
office.
LeQuest was founded in 2011 to close the gap between healthcare professionals and medical technology.
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Many have joined our team since then and we work to find fun and interactive ways of training healthcare
professionals and certifying them for the use of medical devices. By using online simulation-based trainings,
we make learning easier and become more effective in training medical professionals. We have a skilled team
of professionals from different cultures, countries and disciplines which creates a very special and open
workplace.
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